HSBC Bank (China) Company Limited
≷Ѡ䬦㹼˄ѝഭ˅ᴹ䲀ޜਨ

RBB ENTITY SELF CERTIFICATION FORM
小企业银行服务䜘ᵪᶴ〾᭦ት≁䓛ԭ༠᰾᮷Ԧ
Entity Name
ᵪᶴ〠

1. Entity Type
ᵪᶴ㊫࡛

(a) Financial Institution - Investment Entity
䠁㶽ᵪᶴᣅ䍴ᵪᶴ
i. An Investment Entity located in a Non-Participating Jurisdiction and managed by another Financial Institution
սҾ䶎৲оĀ䠁㶽䍖ᡧ⎹〾ؑ㠚ࣘӔᦒཊ䗩ѫ㇑ᖃተ䰤ॿ䇞āൠ४ն⭡ਖа䠁㶽ᵪᶴ᧗ࡦⲴᣅ䍴ᵪᶴ
ii. Other Investment Entity
ަԆᣅ䍴ᵪᶴ

(b) Financial Institution - Depository Institution, Custodial Institution or Specified Insurance Company
䠁㶽ᵪᶴᆈⅮᵪᶴˈᢈ㇑ᵪᶴᡆ㘵⢩ᇊ؍䲙ޜਨ
If you have ticked (a)or (b) above, please provide, if held, the Account Holder’s Global Intermediary Identification Number (“GIIN”)
obtained for FATCA purpose
ྲ䘹ᤙҶԕк(a)ᡆ(b)䘹亩ˈ䈧ᨀഐFATCAһᇌ⭣䈧䗷ⲴGIINਧ⸱ ྲᴹ

(c) Active NFE - a corporation the stock of which is regularly traded on an established securities market or a corporation which is a
related entity of such a corporation
ѫࣘⲴ䶎䠁㶽ᇎփ䈕䶎䠁㶽ᇎփⲴ㛑⾘Ҿᡀ⟏䇱ࡨᐲ൪↓ᑨӔ᱃ˈᡆ䈕䶎䠁㶽ᇎփᱟкᐲޜਨޣ㚄ᵪᶴ
If you have ticked (c), please provide the name of the established securities market on which the corporation is regularly traded
ྲ䘹ᤙ(c)亩ˈ䈧ᨀާփᡰ൘кᐲӔ᱃ᡰⲴ〠

If you are a Related Entity of a regularly traded corporation, please provide the name of the regularly traded corporation that the Entity
in (c) is a Related Entity of and the above
ྲ䍥ਨᱟкᐲޜਨⲴޣ㚄ᵪᶴˈ䈧ᨀкᐲޜਨⲴ〠৺ާփᡰ൘кᐲӔ᱃ᡰ〠

(d) Active NFE - a Government Entity or Central Bank
ѫࣘⲴ䶎䠁㶽ᇎփ᭯ᓌᇎփᡆ㘵ѝཞ䬦㹼
(e) Active NFE - an International Organisation(for example the United Nations or NATO)
ѫࣘⲴ䶎䠁㶽ᇎփഭ䱵㓴㓷 ֻྲ㚄ਸഭᡆे㓖㓴㓷
(f) Active NFE - others
ѫࣘⲴ䶎䠁㶽ᇎփަԆ
(g) Passive NFE
⎸ᶱ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴ
If you have ticked 1(a)(i) or 1(g) above, then please
ྲ᷌䘹ᤙка䜘࠶Ⲵ1(a)(i)ᡆ㘵1(g)䈧ᨀлᯩؑ
a. Indicate the name of any Controlling Person(s) of the Account Holder
䍖ᡧᡰᴹӪⲴ᧗ࡦӪⲴ〠

b. Complete “Controlling Person tax residency self-certification form” for each Controlling Person.
䈧ṩᦞ⇿ս᧗ࡦӪؑປ߉Ā᧗ࡦӪ〾᭦ት≁䓛ԭ༠᰾᮷Ԧā
Note: If, pursuant to China local regulation, controlling person’s information is required, the controlling person will be identified according to Article 13
of China local regulation*.（Refer Definition note)
༷⌘˖ྲ䴰㾱ᨀࡦ᧗ӪؑⲴˈᵪᶴ䴰ᦞѝഭᵜൠ⌅㿴 ㅜॱйᶑ˄৲㘳䱴⌘˅ࡔ⅑ᇊᡰᴹ䴰㾱ᨀؑⲴ᧗ࡦӪǄ

3. Entity Details
ᵪᶴสᵜؑ

Tax Residency is China
ӵѪѝഭ〾᭦ት≁
If you have ticked this, please move to section Five
ྲम䘹↔亩ˈ䈧ⴤ᧕ປ߉ㅜӄ亩ᇩ
Tax Residency is not in China
ӵѪ䶎ት≁
Tax Residency is both China and other Country (Jurisdiction)
ᰒᱟѝഭ〾᭦ት≁৸ᱟަԆഭᇦ˄ൠ४˅〾᭦ት≁
Entity Name (EN)
ᵪᶴ〠˄㤡᮷˅

Entity Address (EN/PINYIN)
ᵪᶴൠ൰˄㤡᮷ᡆ丣˅

Country/Jurisdiction
ഭᇦˋൠ४

Province(State)
ⴱ˄ᐎ˅

City(Town)
ᐲ˄৯˅
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Entity Self Certification Form(062618)

2. Entity Tax Residency
ᵪᶴ〾᭦ት≁䓛ԭ

4. Country / Jurisdiction of
Tax Residency and TIN
〾᭦ት≁ഭ˄ൠ४˅
৺㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧ

Country / Jurisdiction of tax residence
〾᭦ት≁ഭ˄ൠ४˅

TIN
㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧ

If no TIN available, enter Reason
ྲ⋑ᴹᨀ㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧˈປ߉⨶⭡

1

Reason A
⨶⭡A

Reason B
⨶⭡B

Reason C
⨶⭡C

2

Reason A
⨶⭡A

Reason B
⨶⭡B

Reason C
⨶⭡C

3

Reason A
⨶⭡A

Reason B
⨶⭡B

Reason C
⨶⭡C

Reason A - The country(jurisdiction) where we are liable to pay tax does not issue TINs to its residents
⨶⭡A̢൘ᵜᵪᶴ䍏ᴹ㓣〾ѹ࣑Ⲵഭᇦ˄ൠ४˅ᒦ⋑ᴹੁަ〾᭦ት≁ㆮਁ㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧǄ
Reason B - The Account Holder is otherwise unable to obtain a TIN or equivalent number(Please explain why you are unable to obtain a TIN
in the below table if you have selected this reason)
⨶⭡B̢䍖ᡧᤱᴹӪн㜭ਆᗇ㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧǄྲ䘹ਆ䘉а⨶⭡ˈ䀓䟺䍖ᡧᤱᴹӪн㜭ਆᗇ㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧⲴഐ

Reason C - No TIN is required. (Note. Only select this reason if the authorities of the country/jurisdiction of tax residence entered below do
not require the TIN to be disclosed)
⨶⭡C̢䍖ᡧᤱᴹӪᰐ享ᨀ㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧǄ〾᭦ት≁ഭˋൠ४Ⲵѫ㇑ᵪޣн䴰㾱䍖ᡧᤱᴹӪᣛ䵢㓣〾Ӫ䇶࡛ਧǄ

5. We understand that the information supplied by us is covered by the full provisions of the terms and conditions (as amended from time to time) governing the Account
Holder’s relationship with HSBC setting out how HSBC may use and share the information supplied by us.
ᵜᵪᶴᐢ⸕ᚹᵜᵪᶴᡰᨀؑⲴਇࡠᡰᴹ䘲⭘Ҿᵜᵪᶴо≷Ѡъ࣑ޣ㌫ⲴޣᶑⅮ઼㿴ᇊ˄वᤜަнᰦ؞Ⲵࠪڊ᭩઼ᴤᯠ˅Ⲵ㓖ᶏˈ䈕ㅹᶑⅮ઼㿴ᇊሩ≷Ѡሶ
ྲօ֯⭘઼࠶ӛᵜᵪᶴᨀؑⲴ䘋㹼Ҷ㿴ᇊǄ
We acknowledge that the information contained in this form and information regarding the Account Holder and any Reportable Account(s) may be reported to the
tax authorities of the country/jurisdiction in which this account(s) is/are maintained and exchanged with tax authorities of another country/jurisdiction
(countries/jurisdictions) in which the Account Holder may be tax resident pursuant to intergovernmental agreements to exchange financial account information with the
country/jurisdiction (countries/jurisdictions) in which this account(s) is/are maintained.
ᵜᵪᶴ⸕ᚹ৺਼ᵜ㺘Ṭᡰਜ਼ᇩԕ৺ޣҾ䍖ᡧᤱᴹӪ઼䴰㾱ᣕ䘱Ⲵ䍖ᡧⲴؑሶᴹਟ㜭ᣕ䘱㠣䈕䍖ᡧᡰ൘ഭˋൠ४Ⲵ〾࣑ᵪˈޣᒦ᤹➗ǉ䠁㶽䍖ᡧ⎹〾ؑ㠚ࣘ
Ӕᦒཊ䗩ѫ㇑ᖃተ䰤ॿ䇞Ǌሶ䈕ㅹؑӔᦒ㠣ᵜᵪᶴਟ㜭ڊѪ〾᭦ት≁ⲴަԆഭᇦˋൠ४Ⲵ〾࣑ᵪޣǄ
We certify that the undersigned is authorized to sign for the Account Holder in respect of all the account(s) to which this form relates.
ᵜᵪᶴ༠᰾ˈቡоᵜ㺘ṬᡰᴹⲴޣ䍖ᡧᤱᴹӪᡰᤱᴹⲴ䍖ᡧˈлࡇӪઈᐢ㧧ᦸᵳㆮ㖢ᵜ㺘ṬǄ
We certify that where we have provided information regarding any other person (such as a Controlling Person or other Reportable Person to which this form relates)
that we will, within 30 days of signing this form, notify those persons that we have provided such information to HSBC and that such information may be provided to
the tax authorities of the country/jurisdiction in which the account(s) is/are maintained and exchanged with tax authorities of another country/jurisdiction
(countries/jurisdictions) in which the person may be tax resident pursuant to intergovernmental agreements to exchange financial account information.
ᵜᵪᶴ䈪ˈᵜᵪᶴՊ൘ㆮ㖢ᵜ㺘ṬⲴ30ཙ䙊⸕ᡰᴹᵜ㺘Ṭѝؑᡰ⎹৺ⲴޣӪઈ(ֻྲˈ᧗ࡦӪԕ৺ަԆᵜ㺘Ṭ⎹৺ⲴަԆ䴰㾱ᣕ䘱ⲴӪઈ)ˈ⸕ަᵜ㺘Ṭ
Ⲵؑޣᐢ㻛ᨀ㔉≷Ѡˈᒦф䈕ㅹؑሶ㻛ᣕ䘱㠣䍖ᡧᡰ൘ഭˋൠ४Ⲵ〾࣑ᵪˈޣᒦᦞ᭯ᓌ䰤ॿ䇞ᨀ㠣ަᡰⲴ〾᭦ት≁ഭൠ४Ⲵ〾࣑ᵪޣǄ
We confirm that all the information provided and statements made in this declaration are, to the best of our knowledge and belief, correct and complete.
ᵜᵪᶴ൘↔⺞䇔䙊䗷ᵜ㺘ṬᡰᨀؑⲴ઼Ⲵࠪڊ༠᰾䜭ᱟⵏᇎǃ߶⺞઼ᆼᮤⲴǄ
We undertake to advise HSBC within 30 days of any change in circumstance which affects the tax residency status of the Account Holder or causes the information
contained herein to become incorrect (including any changes to the information on controlling persons), and to provide HSBC a suitably updated self-certification and
Declaration within 90 days of such change in circumstances.
ᵜᵪᶴ䈪ˈྲᛵߥᴹᡰ᭩ਈ(वᤜ᧗ࡦӪؑޣⲴԫօਈᴤ)ˈԕ㠤ᖡ૽ᵜᵪᶴ〾᭦ት≁䓛ԭⲴˈᡆᕅ㠤ᵜ㺘Ṭᡰ䖭ⲴԫօަԆؑн↓⺞ⲴˈᵜᵪᶴՊ൘䈕ㅹ
᭩ਈ⭏ਾ30ᰕ䙊⸕≷Ѡ䬦㹼(ѝഭ)ᴹ䲀ޜਨˈᒦՊ൘᭩ਈਁ⭏ਾ90ᰕੁ≷Ѡ䬦㹼(ѝഭ)ᴹ䲀ޜਨᨀӔаԭᐢ䘲ᖃᴤᯠⲴ༠᰾㺘ṬǄ

Authorized Signature
ᦸᵳㆮᆇӪ˄ㆮ㖢˅

Date (dd/mm/yyyy)
ᰕᵏ˄ᰕˋᴸˋᒤ˅

Print Name
ᆇ䈧⭘↓ᾧປ߉

Company Chop
ᵪᶴޜㄐ
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APPENDIX: Important excerpts from The Administrative Measures for the Due Diligence of Tax-related Information of
Financial Accounts Owned by Non-residents (“The Measures”)
䱴ᖅ˖ǉ䶎ት≁䠁㶽䍖ᡧ⎹〾ؑቭ㙼䈳ḕ㇑⨶࣎⌅Ǌ䟽㾱᪈ᖅ
Article 10 For the purpose of the Measures, non-residents refer to individuals and enterprises (including other organizations) other than tax residents of China, excluding government
authorities, international organizations, the central bank, financial institutions, or companies listed on the securities market for trading and their affiliates.
ㅜॱᶑ ᵜ࣎⌅ᡰ〠䶎ት≁ᱟᤷѝഭ〾᭦ት≁ԕཆⲴњӪ઼Աъ˄वᤜަԆ㓴㓷˅ˈնнवᤜ᭯ᓌᵪᶴǃഭ䱵㓴㓷ǃѝཞ䬦㹼ǃ䠁㶽ᵪᶴᡆ㘵൘䇱ࡨᐲ൪кᐲӔ᱃Ⲵ
ޜਨ৺ަޣ㚄ᵪᶴǄ
Article 12 For the purpose of the Measures, passive non-financial institutions refer to institutions meeting any of the following conditions:
1. in the previous calendar year, the sum of income not from positive operating activities, such as dividends, interest, rents and royalties, and the income from the transfer of financial
assets which produce the income not from positive operating activities account for more than 50% of the total income of a non-financial institution;
2. at the end of the previous calendar year, the financial assets that can produce the income mentioned in Item 1 of this paragraph account for more than 50% of the total assets of a
non-financial institution; or
3. the country/jurisdiction(region) where an investment institution serves as a tax resident does not implement the standards for automatic exchange of tax-related information of
financial accounts.
The following non-financial institutions do not belong to passive non-financial institutions:
1. listed companies and their affiliates;
2. government authorities or institutions performing public service functions;
3. holding companies established only for holding the equities of non-financial institutions or providing them with financing and services;
4. enterprises that have been established for less than 24 months and have not yet carried out business;
5. enterprises undergoing asset liquidation or reorganization;
6. enterprises carrying out financing or hedging transactions only with affiliates in the group (all institutions in the group are non-financial institutions); and
7. non-profit organizations.
ㅜॱҼᶑᵜ࣎⌅ᡰ〠⎸ᶱ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴᱟᤷㅖਸлࡇᶑԦѻаⲴᵪᶴ˖
˄а˅каޜশᒤᓖˈ㛑ǃ࡙ǃ』䠁ǃ⢩䇨ᵳ֯⭘䍩᭦ޕㅹнҾ〟ᶱ㓿㩕⍫ࣘⲴ᭦ˈޕԕ৺ᦞԕӗ⭏ࡽ䘠᭦Ⲵޕ䠁㶽䍴ӗⲴ䖜䇙᭦ޕঐᙫ᭦∄ޕ䟽Ⲯ࠶ѻӄ
ॱԕкⲴ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴ˗
˄Ҽ˅каޜশᒤᓖᵛˈᤕᴹਟԕӗ⭏ᵜⅮㅜа亩ᡰ䘠᭦Ⲵޕ䠁㶽䍴ӗঐᙫ䍴ӗ∄䟽Ⲯ࠶ѻӄॱԕкⲴ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴ˗
˄й˅〾᭦ት≁ഭ˄ൠ४˅нᇎᯭ䠁㶽䍖ᡧ⎹〾ؑ㠚ࣘӔᦒḷ߶Ⲵᣅ䍴ᵪᶴǄ
лࡇ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴнҾ⎸ᶱ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴ˖
˄а˅кᐲޜਨ৺ަޣ㚄ᵪᶴ˗
˄Ҽ˅᭯ᓌᵪᶴᡆ㘵ን㹼ޡޜᴽ࣑㙼㜭Ⲵᵪᶴ˗
˄й˅ӵѪҶᤱᴹ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴ㛑ᵳᡆ㘵ੁަᨀ㶽䍴઼ᴽ࣑㘼䇮・Ⲵ᧗㛑ޜਨ˗
˄ഋ˅ᡀ・ᰦ䰤н䏣Ҽॱഋњᴸфቊᵚᔰኅъ࣑ⲴԱъ˗
˄ӄ˅↓༴Ҿ䍴ӗ㇇ᡆ㘵䟽㓴䗷〻ѝⲴԱъ˗
˄˅ޝӵоᵜ䳶ഒ˄䈕䳶ഒᵪᶴ൷Ѫ䶎䠁㶽ᵪᶴ˅ޣ㚄ᵪᶴᔰኅ㶽䍴ᡆ㘵ሩߢӔ᱃ⲴԱъ˗
˄г˅䶎㩕࡙㓴㓷Ǆ
Article 13 Any of the following persons shall be determined as the controller of a company in accordance with the following rules:
1. an individual directly or indirectly owning more than 25% of the equities or voting rights of the company(Control by ownership); or
2. an individual controlling the company by means of personnel, financial affairs or otherwise (Control by other means); or
3. a senior officer of the company(Control by senior managing official)
ㅜॱйᶑޜਨⲴ᧗ࡦӪ᤹➗ԕл㿴ࡉࡔ⅑ᇊ˖
˄а˅ⴤ᧕ᡆ㘵䰤᧕ᤕᴹ䎵䗷Ⲯ࠶ѻҼॱӄޜਨ㛑ᵳᡆ㘵㺘ߣᵳⲴњӪ˗
˄Ҽ˅䙊䗷Ӫһǃ䍒࣑ㅹަԆᯩᔿሩޜਨ䘋㹼᧗ࡦⲴњӪ˗
˄й˅ޜਨⲴ儈㓗㇑⨶ӪઈǄ
Article 6 For the purpose of the Measures, financial institutions include depository institutions, custodial institutions, investment institutions and specific insurance institutions as well
as the branches thereof:
1. depository institutions refer to institutions taking deposits in daily operating activities;
2. custodial institutions refer to institutions over 20% of whose total income in the last three accounting years (or in the period of existence of the institutions if they have been
established for less than three years) is derived from financial assets held by clients;
3. investment institutions refer to institutions meeting any of the following conditions:
(1) over 50% of total income of the institution in the last three accounting years (or in the period of existence of the institution if it has been established for less than three years) is
derived from the investment with and operation of financial assets for clients;
(2) over 50% of total income of the institution in the last three accounting years (or in the period of existence of the institution if it has been established for less than three years) is
derived from the investment or reinvestment with or trade in financial assets, and the institution's management and its investment decisions are conducted and made by a depository
institution, custodial institution or specific insurance institution or the investment institution mentioned in Sub-item 1 of this item; or
(3) the institution is an investment entity established for the purpose of making investment or reinvestment with or trading in financial assets such as securities investment funds and
private equity funds;
4. specific insurance institutions refer to institutions carrying out insurance or annuity business with cash value. For the purpose of the Measures, insurance institutions refer to
institutions whose income from insurance, reinsurance and annuity contracts in the last calendar year accounts for more than 50% of the total income, or assets from insurance,
reinsurance and annuity contracts at the end of the last calendar year account for more than 50% of the total assets.
For the purpose of the Measures, financial assets include securities, interests in partnerships, bulk commodities, swaps, insurance contracts, annuity contracts, or interests in the above
assets such as futures, forward contracts or options, but exclude physical commodities and non-debt direct interests in real estate.
ㅜޝᶑᵜ࣎⌅ᡰ〠䠁㶽ᵪᶴˈवᤜᆈⅮᵪᶴǃᢈ㇑ᵪᶴǃᣅ䍴ᵪᶴǃ⢩ᇊⲴ؍䲙ᵪᶴ৺ަ࠶᭟ᵪᶴ˖
˄а˅ᆈⅮᵪᶴᱟᤷ൘ᰕᑨ㓿㩕⍫ࣘѝ੨᭦ᆈⅮⲴᵪᶴ˗
˄Ҽ˅ᢈ㇑ᵪᶴᱟᤷ䘁йњՊ䇑ᒤᓖᙫ᭦࠶ⲮⲴޕѻҼॱԕкᶕⓀҾѪᇒᡧᤱᴹ䠁㶽䍴ӗⲴᵪᶴˈᵪᶴᡀ・н┑йᒤⲴˈ᤹ᵪᶴᆈ㔝ᵏ䰤䇑㇇˗
˄й˅ᣅ䍴ᵪᶴᱟᤷㅖਸԕлᶑԦѻаⲴᵪᶴ˖
䘁йњՊ䇑ᒤᓖᙫ᭦࠶ⲮⲴޕѻӄॱԕкᶕⓀҾѪᇒᡧᣅ䍴ǃ䘀䠁㶽䍴ӗⲴᵪᶴˈᵪᶴᡀ・н┑йᒤⲴˈ᤹ᵪᶴᆈ㔝ᵏ䰤䇑㇇˗
䘁йњՊ䇑ᒤᓖᙫ᭦࠶ⲮⲴޕѻӄॱԕкᶕⓀҾᣅ䍴ǃᣅ䍴ᡆ㘵Ҡআ䠁㶽䍴ӗˈф⭡ᆈⅮᵪᶴǃᢈ㇑ᵪᶴǃ⢩ᇊⲴ؍䲙ᵪᶴᡆ㘵ᵜ亩ㅜⴞᡰ䘠ᣅ䍴ᵪᶴ䘋㹼㇑
⨶ᒦࠪᣅ䍴ߣㆆⲴᵪᶴˈᵪᶴᡀ・н┑йᒤⲴˈ᤹ᵪᶴᆈ㔝ᵏ䰤䇑㇇˗
䇱ࡨᣅ䍴ส䠁ǃ⿱एᣅ䍴ส䠁ㅹԕᣅ䍴ǃᣅ䍴ᡆ㘵Ҡআ䠁㶽䍴ӗѪⴞⲴ㘼䇮・Ⲵᣅ䍴ᇎփǄ
˄ഋ˅⢩ᇊⲴ؍䲙ᵪᶴᱟᤷᔰኅᴹ⧠䠁ԧ٬Ⲵ؍䲙ᡆ㘵ᒤ䠁ъ࣑ⲴᵪᶴǄᵜ࣎⌅ᡰ〠؍䲙ᵪᶴᱟᤷкаޜশᒤᓖˈ؍䲙ǃ؍䲙઼ᒤ䠁ਸ਼Ⲵ᭦ޕঐᙫ᭦∄ޕ䟽Ⲯ
࠶ѻӄॱԕкⲴᵪᶴˈᡆ㘵൘каޜশᒤᓖᵛᤕᴹⲴ؍䲙ǃ؍䲙઼ᒤ䠁ਸ਼Ⲵ䍴ӗঐᙫ䍴ӗ∄䟽Ⲯ࠶ѻӄॱԕкⲴᵪᶴǄ
ᵜ࣎⌅ᡰ〠䠁㶽䍴ӗवᤜ䇱ࡨǃਸՉᵳ⳺ǃབྷᇇ୶૱ǃᦹᵏǃ؍䲙ਸ਼ǃᒤ䠁ਸ਼ᡆ㘵к䘠䍴ӗⲴᵳ⳺ˈࡽ䘠ᵳ⳺वᤜᵏ䍗ǃ䘌ᵏਸ㓖ᡆ㘵ᵏᵳǄ䠁㶽䍴ӗнवᤜᇎ
⢙୶૱ᡆ㘵нࣘӗ䶎٪ⴤ᧕ᵳ⳺Ǆ
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Article 7 The following institutions belong to financial institutions stipulated in Article 6 hereof:
1. commercial banks, rural credit cooperatives and other financial institutions taking public deposits, and policy banks;
2. securities companies;
3. futures companies;
4. securities investment fund management companies, private equity fund management companies, and partnerships engaging in private equity fund management;
5. insurance companies and insurance asset management companies carrying out insurance or annuity business with cash value;
6. trust companies; and
7. other institutions meeting the prescribed conditions.
ㅜгᶑлࡇᵪᶴҾᵜ࣎⌅ㅜޝᶑ㿴ᇊⲴ䠁㶽ᵪᶴ˖
˄а˅୶ъ䬦㹼ǃߌᶁؑ⭘ਸ⽮ㅹ੨᭦ޜՇᆈⅮⲴ䠁㶽ᵪᶴԕ৺᭯ㆆᙗ䬦㹼˗
˄Ҽ˅䇱ࡨޜਨ˗
˄й˅ᵏ䍗ޜਨ˗
˄ഋ˅䇱ࡨᣅ䍴ส䠁㇑⨶ޜਨǃ⿱एส䠁㇑⨶ޜਨǃӾһ⿱एส䠁㇑⨶ъ࣑ⲴਸՉԱъ˗
˄ӄ˅ᔰኅᴹ⧠䠁ԧ٬Ⲵ؍䲙ᡆ㘵ᒤ䠁ъ࣑Ⲵ؍䲙ޜਨǃ؍䲙䍴ӗ㇑⨶ޜਨ˗
˄ؑ˅ޝᢈޜਨ˗
˄г˅ަԆㅖਸᶑԦⲴᵪᶴǄ
Article 8 The following institutions do not belong to financial institutions stipulated in Article 6 hereof:
1. financial asset management companies;
2. finance companies;
3. financial leasing companies;
4. auto financing companies;
5. consumer finance companies;
6. currency brokerage companies;
7. securities depository and clearing institutions; and
8. other institutions that do not meet the prescribed conditions.
ㅜޛᶑлࡇᵪᶴнҾᵜ࣎⌅ㅜޝᶑ㿴ᇊⲴ䠁㶽ᵪᶴ˖
˄а˅䠁㶽䍴ӗ㇑⨶ޜਨ˗
˄Ҽ˅䍒࣑ޜਨ˗
˄й˅䠁㶽』䍱ޜਨ˗
˄ഋ˅⊭䖖䠁㶽ޜਨ˗
˄ӄ˅⎸䍩䠁㶽ޜਨ˗
˄˅ޝ䍗ᐱ㓿㓚ޜਨ˗
˄г˅䇱ࡨⲫ䇠㔃㇇ᵪᶴ˗
˄ަ˅ޛԆнㅖਸᶑԦⲴᵪᶴǄ
Disclaimer
ݽ䍓༠᰾
The English translation is for reference only. In case of any discrepancy between the English version and the Chinese version, the Chinese version shall prevail.
㤡᮷䈁ᵜӵ৲㘳ˈ᮷ѹྲо㤡᮷ᴹ↗ѹˈᾲԕѝ᮷ᵜѪ߶Ǆ
*:Note: China local regulation hereby refers to the Announcement of the State Administration of Taxation, the Ministry of Finance, the People's Bank of China, the China Banking
Regulatory Commission, the China Securities Regulatory Commission and the China Insurance Regulatory Commission [2017] No.14 “The Administrative Measures for the Due
Diligence of Tax-related Information of Financial Accounts Owned by Non-residents”.
ѝഭᵜൠ⌅㿴ˈ䈧৲㘳ഭᇦ〾࣑ᙫተǃ䍒᭯䜘ǃѝഭӪ≁䬦㹼ǃѝഭ䬦㹼ъⴁⶓ㇑⨶ငઈՊǃѝഭ䇱ࡨⴁⶓ㇑⨶ငઈՊǃѝഭ؍䲙ⴁⶓ㇑⨶ငઈՊޜᒤㅜਧ
ѝഭᵜൠ⌅㿴ˈ䈧৲㘳ഭᇦ〾࣑ᙫተǃ䍒᭯䜘ǃѝഭӪ≁䬦㹼ǃѝഭ䬦㹼ъⴁⶓ㇑⨶ငઈՊǃѝഭ䇱ࡨⴁⶓ㇑⨶ငઈՊǃѝഭ؍䲙ⴁⶓ㇑⨶ငઈՊޜᒤㅜਧǉ䶎ት≁䠁
ǉ䶎ት≁䠁㶽䍖ᡧ⎹〾ؑቭ㙼䈳ḕ㇑⨶࣎⌅ǊǄ
㶽䍖ᡧ⎹〾ؑቭ㙼䈳ḕ㇑⨶࣎⌅ǊǄ
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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